
The exhibition runs from 20 November – 3 December 2008 

Open Wed – Friday 12-7pm, Saturday and Sunday 11-6pm 

Or by appointment: 07905 170 370 

 

“We’d do it from the inside. I’ve found a way in. We’d be like worms, don’t you see, in an apple. When we 
came out again there’d be nothing there- nothing but just walls, and then we’d make the walls fall down– 
somehow.” - Graham Greene, The Destructors, 1954.

Spring Projects is delighted to present its first off-site project, Sean Rogg’s spectacular film installation WOLF ram.

WOLF ram is a multi-sensory work depicting the systematic destruction of a Friggebod* from within at the hands 

of two children. Taking inspiration from Graham Greene’s 1954 short story The Destructors and drawing upon first 

hand experience of witnessing an archaic form of Swedish juvenile punishment whereby the family home of young 

offenders is burnt to the ground; the original source of inspiration for WOOD (his most notable work to date shown 

at the Wapping Project in 2006), Rogg’s new work draws a fine line between fact and fiction.

The film depicts the raw and vile beauty of the destructive act performed; demolishing the house and burning it to 

the ground. The children’s impassive appearance yet brutal actions raise questions about their motivation and their 

psychological state of mind; are they perpetrators, or are their actions those of victims taking revenge. WOLF ram 

provides no explanatory narrative, text or dialogue, rendering the destruction seemingly unprovoked. The film sets 

up a disturbing psychological drama which opens up more questions than it answers. Rogg builds the film from our 

experience of a culture of crime and violence surrounding us in the media, and cleverly plays with the seduction of 

destruction. As with much of his other work the artist investigates ‘the elements’ as a central theme.

WOLF ram will be set in a building which was once a former artist’s studio and ballroom at 5 Cromwell Place. The 

film creates an eerie ambience, its environment echoing many of the films themes. 

Sean Rogg is a young British artist who has been exhibited at The Wapping Project, Bloomberg SPACE and ICA 

in London, as well as part of TinaB Biennale in Prague, at Modern Art Oxford, The CCA in Tel Aviv and Artfinder 

Galerie in Hamburg. He currently lives and works in Stockholm.

WOLF ram is the first of a series of Off-Site works which Spring Projects will run annually, where experimental 

pieces by young artists are previewed.  

 

For further information about the exhibition please contact Andree Cooke: andree@springprojects.co.uk   

 

OFF-SITE
 

At 5 Cromwell Place, Sw7 2jb. Brompton Design District

PreSS releASe

SeAN rOgg
WOlF ram
Private view 19 November 2008 6.30 – 8.30pm



*A Friggebod is a small government regulated Swedish building that is used as a summer house. They are custom 

made and are a government initiative to protect the Swedish countryside from over development

WOlF ram is generously supported by South Kensington estates (SKe). The Brompton Design District, 

initiated by SKe and local organisations encourages the presence of new art and design in an area 

renowned for its historic links with art, design and education since the founding of the Victoria and Albert 

Museum and royal College of Art 150 years ago. 

www.bromptondesigndistrict.com  

Please contact Anna Stewart fro more information on 020 7761 6420 or astewart@ske.org  
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Sean Rogg
Film stills from Sean Rogg’s WoLF ram. 2008.
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